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Abstract 

The understanding of non-Fermi liquids and their habit to turn into superconductors is 
severely hampered by the inability to describe systems of strongly interacting fermions with 
the methods of quantum field theory. Remarkably, the AdS/CFT duality of string theory 
might be the magic bullit.  This dualizes the physics of strongly interacting quantum matter 
into (semi) classical gravitational physics where typically the phenomenological, highly 
emergent properties of the former are in correspondence with generic properties of special 
black holes.  The highlight is the “AdS2 metal”, a non-Fermi-liquid state characterized by 
local quantum criticality and algebraic pseudogap behavior, dual to a charged black hole [1]. 
Fermi-liquids are found as instabilities of such metals [2], but also “holographic 
superconductors” via a mechanism which is a generalization of BCS. This can be tested in 
the laboratory through a measurement of the pair susceptibility exploiting the second order 
Jospehson effect [3].  Very recently we discovered that the AdS2 metal reacts in a peculiar 
way to static periodic potentials [4]: this has a fascinating resemblance to the “nodal-
antinodal dichotomy”  puzzle in underdoped cuprates. 
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